We experimentally observe many-body localization of interacting fermions in a one-dimensional quasi-random optical lattice. We identify the manybody localization transition through the relaxation dynamics of an initially-prepared charge density wave. For sufficiently weak disorder the time evolution appears ergodic and thermalizing, erasing all remnants of the initial order. In contrast, above a critical disorder strength a significant portion of the initial ordering persists, thereby serving as an effective order parameter for localization. The stationary density wave order and the critical disorder value show a distinctive dependence on the interaction strength, in agreement with numerical simulations. We connect this dependence to the ubiquitous logarithmic growth of entanglement entropy characterizing the generic many-body localized phase.
Introduction The ergodic hypothesis is one of the central principles of statistical physics. In ergodic time evolution of a quantum many-body system, local degrees of freedom become fully entangled with the rest of the system, leading to an effectively classical hydrodynamic evolution of the remaining slow observables [1] . Hence, ergodicity is responsible for the demise of observable quantum correlations in the dynamics of large many-body systems and forms the basis for the emergence of local thermodynamic equilibrium in isolated quantum systems [2, 3, 4] . It is therefore of fundamental interest to investigate how ergodicity breaks down and search for alternative, genuinely quantum paradigms in the dynamics, and to understand the long-time stationary states that ensue in the absence of ergodicity.
One path to breaking ergodicity is provided by the study of integrable models, where thermalization is prevented due to the constraints imposed on the dynamics by an infinite set of conservation rules. Such models have been realized and studied in a number of experiments with ultracold atomic gases [5, 6, 7] . However, integrable models represent very special and fine-tuned situations, making it difficult to extract general underlying principles.
Theoretical studies over the last decade point to many-body localization (MBL) in a disordered isolated quantum system as a more generic alternative to thermalization dynamics. In his original paper on single-particle localization, Anderson already speculated that interacting many-body systems subject to sufficiently strong disorder would also fail to thermalize [8] . Only recently, however, have convincing theoretical arguments been put forward that Anderson localization remains stable under the addition of moderate interactions, even in highly excited many-body states [9, 10, 11] . Further theoretical studies have established the many-body localized state as a distinct dynamical phase of matter that exhibits novel universal behavior [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . In particular, the relaxation of local observables does not follow the conventional paradigm of thermalization and is expected to show explicit breaking of ergodicity. In many ways, the MBL transition is fundamentally different from all other known transitions [23, 24] . On one side of the transition ergodicity prevails and quantum effects decay at long times, whereas on atoms occupy even sites (e) only. For an interacting many-body system, the evolution of this state over time depends on whether the system is ergodic or not. B.
Schematic phase diagram for the system: in the ergodic, delocalized phase (white) the initial CDW quickly decays, while it persists for long times in the non-ergodic, localized phase (yellow). The striped area indicates the dependence of the transition on the doublon fraction, with the black solid line indicating the case of no doublons. The black dash-dotted line represents the experimentally observed transition for a finite doublon fraction, extracted from the data in Fig. 4 . The grey arrows depict the postulated pattern of renormalization group flows controlling the localization transition. For U = 0, as well as in the limit of infinite U with no doublons present [36] , the transition is controlled by the non-interacting Aubry-André critical point, represented by the unstable grey fixed points. Generically, however, it is governed by the MBL critical point, shown in red. C. Schematic showing a visual representation of the three terms in the Aubry-André Hamiltonian (Eq. (2)).
the other side quantum correlations persist indefinitely. Hence the MBL transition sets a sharp boundary between a macroscopic world showing quantum phenomena and one governed by classical physics. While Anderson localization of non-interacting particles has been experimentally observed in a variety of systems, including light scattering from semiconductor powders in 3D [25] , photonic lattices in 1D [26] and 2D [27] and cold atoms in 1D and 3D random [28, 29, 30] and quasi-random [31] disorder, the interacting case has proven more elusive. Initial experiments with interacting systems have focused on the superfluid [32, 33] or metal [34] to insulator transition in the ground state. Evidence for inhibited macroscopic mass transport was reported even at elevated temperatures [34] , but is hard to distinguish from exponentially slow motion expected from conventional activated transport or effects stemming from the inhomogeneity of the cloud. Until now conclusive experimental evidence for many-body localization at finite energy density has thus been lacking.
In this paper we report the first experimental observation of ergodicity breaking due to many-body localization. Our experiments are performed in a one-dimensional system of ultracold fermions in a bichromatic, quasi-randomly disordered lattice potential. We identify the many-body localized phase by monitoring the time evolution of local observables following a quench of system parameters. Specifically, we prepare a high-energy initial state with strong charge density wave (CDW) order (as shown in Fig. 1A ) and measure the relaxation of this charge density wave in the ensuing unitary evolution. Our main observable is the imbalance I between the respective atom numbers on even (Ne) and odd (No) sites
which directly measures the CDW order. While the initial CDW (I 0.9) will quickly relax to zero in the thermalizing case, this is not true in a localized system, where ergodicity is broken and the system cannot act as its own heat bath (Fig. 1B ) [35] . Intuitively, if the system is strongly localized, all particles will stay close to their original positions during time evolution, thus only smearing out the CDW a little. A longer localization length ξ corresponds to more extended states and will lead to a lower steady state value of the CDW. The long-time stationary value thus effectively serves as an order parameter of the MBL phase and allows us to map the phase boundary between the ergodic and non-ergodic phases in the parameter space of interaction versus disorder strength. In particular, in the non-interacting system the CDW vanishes asymptotically as ∝ 1/ξ 2 [36] . In contrast to previous experiments, which studied the effect of disorder on the global expansion dynamics [28, 31, 32, 34, 33] , the CDW order parameter acts as a purely local probe, directly capturing the ergodicity breaking.
Our system can be described by the one-dimensional fermionic Aubry-André model [37] with interactions [35] , given by the HamiltonianĤ
Here, J is the tunneling matrix element between neighboring lattice sites andĉ † i,σ (ĉi,σ) denotes the creation (annihilation) operator for a fermion in spin state σ ∈ {↑, ↓} on site i. The second term describes the quasirandom disorder, i.e. the shift of the on-site energy due to an additional incommensurate lattice, characterized by the ratio of lattice periodicities β, disorder strength ∆ and phase offset φ. Lastly, U represents the onsite interaction energy andni,σ =ĉ † i,σĉ i,σ is the local number operator (see Fig. 1C ). This quasi-random model is special in that, for almost all irrational β [36] , all single particle states become localized at the same critical disorder strength ∆/J = 2 [37] . For larger disorder strengths the localization length decreases monotonically. Such a transition was indeed observed experimentally in a non-interacting bosonic gas [31] . In contrast, truly random disorder will lead to single-particle localization in one dimension already for arbitrarily small disorder strengths. Previous numerical work indicates many-body localization in quasi-random systems to be similar to that obtained for a truly random potential [35] .
Experiment We experimentally realize the Aubry-André model by superimposing on the primary, short lattice (λs = 532 nm) a second, incommensurate disorder lattice with λ d = 738 nm (thus β = λs/λ d ≈ 0.721) and control J, ∆ and φ via lattice depths and relative phase between the two lattices [36] . The interactions (U ) between atoms in the two different spin states |↑ and |↓ are tuned via a magnetic Feshbach resonance [36] . In total, this provides independent control of U , J and ∆ and enables us to continuously tune the system from an Anderson insulator in the non-interacting case to the MBL regime for interacting particles. An additional long lattice (λ l = 1064nm = 2λs) forms a periodtwo superlattice [38, 39] together with the short lattice and is employed during the preparation of the initial CDW state, and during detection [36] . Deep lattices along the orthogonal directions (λ ⊥ = 738nm and V ⊥ = 36(1)ER), create an array of decoupled 1D tubes. Here, ER = h 2 / 2mλ 2 lat denotes the recoil energy, with h being Planck's constant, m the mass of the atoms and λlat the respective wavelength of the lattice lasers.
We employ a two component degenerate Fermi gas of 40 K atoms, consisting of an equal mixture of 25-30 ×10 3 atoms in each of the two lowest hyperfine states |F, mF = ≡ |↑ , at an initial temperature of 0.24(2) TF , where TF is the Fermi temperature. The atoms are initially prepared in a finite temperature band insulating state [40] in the long and orthogonal lattices. We then split each lattice site by ramping up the short lattice in a tilted configuration [36] and subsequently ramp down the long lattice. This creates a charge density wave, where there are no atoms on odd lattice sites but zero, one or two atoms on each even site [39, 41] . This initial CDW is then allowed to evolve for a given time in the 8.0(2)ER deep short lattice at a specific interaction strength U in the presence of disorder ∆. In a final step, we detect the number of atoms on even and odd lattice sites by employing a band-mapping technique which maps them to different bands of the superlattice [41, 36] . This allows us to directly measure the imbalance I, as defined in Eq. (1).
Results
We track the time evolution of the imbalance I for various interactions U and disorder strengths ∆ (see Fig. 2 ). At short times the imbalance exhibits some dynamics consisting of a fast decay followed by a few damped oscillations. After a few tunneling times τ = h/(2πJ) the imbalance approaches a stationary value. In a clean system (∆/J = 0) and for weak disorder, the stationary value of the imbalance approaches zero. For stronger disorder, however, this behaviour changes dramatically and the imbalance attains a non-vanishing stationary value that persists for all observation times. Since the imbalance must decay to zero on approaching thermal equilibrium at these high energies, the nonvanishing stationary value of I directly indicates non-ergodic dynamics. Deep in the localized phase, where unbiased numerical Density-Matrix Renormalisation Group (DMRG) calculations are feasible due to the slow entanglement growth, we find the stationary value obtained in the simulations to be in very good agreement with the experimental result. These simulations were performed for a single homogeneous tube without any trapping potentials [36] . The stronger damping of oscillations observed in the experiment can be attributed to a dephasing caused by variations in J between different 1D tubes [41, 36] .
We experimentally observe an additional very slow decay of I on a timescale of several hundred tunneling times for all interaction strengths, which we attribute to the fact that our system is not perfectly closed due to small losses, technical heating and photon scattering [42, 36] . Another potential mechanism for delocalization at long times is related to the intrinsic SU(2) spin symmetry in our system [43] . However, for the relevant observation times our numerical simulations do not indicate the presence of such a thermalization process.
To characterize the dependence of the localization transition on U and ∆, we focus on the stationary value of I, plotted in Fig. 3 for noninteracting atoms and in Fig. 4 for interacting atoms. For non-interacting atoms (Fig. 3) , the measured imbalance is compatible with extended states within the finite, trapped system for ∆/J 2. Above the critical point of the homogeneous Aubry-André model at ∆/J = 2 [37] , however, the measured imbalance strongly increases as the single-particle eigenstates become more and more localized. The observed transition agrees well with our theoretical modeling including the harmonic trap [36] . DMRG results of the entanglement entropy growth for various interaction strengths and ∆/J = 5. For long times, logarithmic growth characteristic of interacting MBL states is visible. The experimentally used evolution times indicated by the yellow shaded region are found to be in the region of logarithmic growth. B: The slope of the logarithmic growth, extracted using linear fits up to the longest simulated time (50 τ ) in A, shows a non-monotonic dependence on the interaction strength, which tracks the inverse of the steady state CDW value (red line). Error bars reflect different initial starting times for the fit.
The addition of moderate interactions slightly reduces the degree of localization compared to the non-interacting case, i.e. they decrease the imbalance I and hence increase the critical value of ∆ necessary to cross the delocalization-localization transition ( Fig. 4A and B) . Importantly, we find that localization persists for all interaction strengths. For a given disorder, the imbalance I decreases up to a value of U ∼ 2∆ before increasing again. For large |U |, the system even becomes more localized than in the non-interacting case. This can be understood qualitatively by considering an initial state consisting purely of empty sites and sites with two atoms (doublons): for sufficiently strong interactions, isolated doublons represent stable quasiparticles as the two atoms cannot separate and hence only tunnel with an effective second-order tunneling 44, 45] . This strongly increases the effective disorder ∝ ∆/JD ∆/J and promotes localization. In the experiment, the initial doublon fraction is well below one [36] and the density is finite, such that we observe a weaker effect. We find the localization dynamics and the resulting stationary values to be symmetric around U = 0, highlighting the dynamical U ↔ −U symmetry of the Hubbard Hamiltonian for initially localized atoms [46] . The effect of interactions can be seen in the contour lines (Fig. 4A , dotted white lines) as well as directly in the characteristic 'W' shape of the imbalance at constant disorder ( Fig. 4B) , demonstrating the re-entrant behaviour of the system [22] . This behaviour extends to our best estimate of the localization transition, which is shown in Fig. 4A as the solid white line. [36] . Each I value is the average of the same 12 parameters as in Fig. 3 . Error bars show the standard deviation of the mean. Solid lines are guides to the eye. The grey shaded area spans the limiting cases of 0 and 50% doublons, simulated using DMRG for a single homogeneous tube.
We can gain additional insight into how localization changes with interaction strength by computing the growth of the entanglement entropy between the two halves of the system during the dynamics, as shown in Fig. 5A . For long times, we observe a logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy with time as S(t) = S offset + s * ln(t/τ ), which is characteristic of the MBL phase [12, 13] . The slope s * is proportional to the bare localization length ξ * , which in a weakly interacting system in the localized phase corresponds to the single particle localization length. In general, ξ * is the characteristic length over which the effective interactions between the conserved local densities decay [17, 18] and connects to the many-body localization length ξ deep in the localized phase. In contrast to ξ, however, ξ * is expected to remain finite at the transition [23] . We find s * to exhibit a broad maximum for intermediate interaction strengths (Fig. 5B ), corresponding to a maximum in the thus inferred localization length. This maximum in turn leads to a minimum in the CDW value. The characteristic 'W' shape in the imbalance is thus directly connected to the maximum in the entanglement entropy slope, as both are consequences of the maximum in localization length. Equivalent information on the localization properties as obtained from the entanglement entropy can be gained in experiments by monitoring the temporal decay of fluctuations around the stationary value of the CDW [36] . While we do not have sufficient sensitivity to measure these fluctuations in the current experiment, we expect them to be accessible to experiments with single site resolution [47, 48] .
To systematically study the effect of the initial energy density on the MBL phase, we load the lattice using either attractive, vanishing or repulsive interactions (Fig. 6) , thereby predominantly changing the number of doublons in the initial state [36] . Since the initial state consists of fully localized particles only, the local energy density is directly given by the product of interaction strength U and doublon density. We find that for an interaction strength during the evolution of |U/J| ≤ 6 the energy density does not significantly affect the localization properties, proving that MBL persists over a wide energy range. For |U/J| > 8, localization properties depend significantly on the doublon fraction because of the second emerging energy scale JD, as discussed above. For the case of repulsive loading, i.e. a low fraction of doubly occupied sites, the imbalance for U/J = 0 and strong interactions match within error. Indeed, a rigorous mapping can be made between the non-interacting system and the dynamics in the doublon free subspace at strong interactions |U/J| → ∞ [36] . At very large interactions and high doublon fractions, the additional long timescales start to also compete with heating and loss processes, rendering the definition of stationary states challenging.
Conclusion
We have created and characterized the many-body localized phase of a system of interacting ultracold fermions in a quasirandom optical lattice. The dependence of the MBL phase-transition point on interactions was measured by studying the evolution of an artificially created charge density wave. Moderate interactions have a delocalizing effect and increase the critical disorder strength. We have also shown the MBL phase to be stable over a wide range of energy densities.
Our experimental demonstration of ergodicity breaking due to many-body localization paves the way for many further investigations. An interesting extension would be to use 'true' random disorder created by e.g. an optical speckle pattern, as has been used to study Anderson localization [28] . Another important next step is extending the present study to higher dimensions. Additional insight can also be gained by analyzing the full relaxation dynamics of local observables [19, 20, 21] , in an experimental setup featuring single site resolution [47, 48] . For instance, the decay of fluctuations of I with time could be directly measured, providing an even more direct connection to the entanglement entropy. Another important direction for future investigation is the effect of opening the system in a controlled way. This could be done, e.g. by adding a near-resonant laser to deliberately enhance photon scattering or by employing a Bose-Fermi mixture, in which excitations of the BEC form a well controlled bath for the fermions. This will allow a systematic study of the critical dynamics associated with the MBL phase transition, where the bath relaxation time now provides the only scale. Such a study would also allow the MBL phase to be clearly distinguished from classical glassy dynamics. The latter, unlike MBL, is insensitive to coupling of the system to an external bath.
Supplementary Material: Supplementary Text
General sequence The experimental sequence for producing degenerate Fermi gases of 40 K via sympathetic cooling with 87 Rb in a magnetic quadrupole and optical dipole trap followed by evaporative cooling has been described elsewhere [40] . Final clouds contain typically 50-60k 40 K atoms at a temperature of 0.24(2) times the Fermi temperature TF , with 50(3)% of atoms in each of the |↑ and |↓ spin states. We tune the interactions between the two spin states via a Feshbach resonance at 202.1G [49] . All experiments described in this work employ absorption imaging after 8 ms time of flight (TOF) along the y axis (z axis is oriented along the vertical direction). This is orthogonal to the x axis along which the superlattice is aligned and all experiments take place. For the experiments shown in Fig. 3 , where we employ a single spin state, we set the magnetic field early in the evaporation sequence to 469 G, which is the centre of a Feshbach resonance between |↑ 40 K atoms and 87 Rb atoms in the |F = 2, mF = 2 state [50] . This results in all |↑ atoms being lost (along with some 87 Rb atoms). By adjusting the cooling sequence slightly we are able to prepare a sample with 98(5)% of atoms in the |↓ state with the same temperature and atom number as in the usual sequence.
Lattice Details:
Lattice setup All lattice potentials result from standing waves created by retro-reflected single-frequency laser beams along the x, y and z axes. All beams have a Gaussian profile and are focussed down to 1/e 2 waists of ∼ 150 µm at the positions of the atoms. As our cloud has a FWHM of ∼ 50 µm in the horizontal plane and ∼ 15 µm in the vertical direction, this results in slight variations of the lattice parameters J, U and ∆ across the cloud (see below).
Superlattice lock In our superlattice setup the 1064 nm laser (long lattice) serves as a master oscillator and its frequency is locked to a thermally stabilized and acoustically isolated Fabry-Pérot cavity. The absolute short term stability of the master oscillator is 65 kHz over 100 ms and is characterized through the residual locking error. The short lattice laser at 532 nm is offset locked relative to the second harmonic of the long lattice laser. The offset lock frequency sets the relative phase of the superlattice potential [39] . We obtain a relative line width of the offset lock of 1.6 MHz, which corresponds to a phase fluctuation of δφ = 14 mrad. This also dominates the absolute short term stability of the short lattice laser.
Phase adjustment of the superlattice In order to calibrate the phase of the superlattice, we prepare a spinpolarized band insulating cloud in a combination of long and perpendicular lattices and subsequently split each well non-adiabatically by adding the short lattice. Time of flight pictures of such arrays of double wells show the typical double-slit interference pattern only for phase settings of the superlattice that result in a symmetric splitting. By determining the difference in offset frequencies necessary to reach neighboring symmetric configurations, we can precisely calibrate the phase φ of the superlattice.
Disorder lattice We use a Coherent MBR-110 Ti:Sa laser operated at 738 nm to create the disorder potential and the perpendicular lattices. This laser is stabilized via its internal reference cavity, which can be externally tuned to change the laser frequency. An additional external temperature stabilized and vibration isolated Fabry-Pérot cavity is used to measure the linewidth and to calibrate the frequency changes necessary to set the phase φ of the disorder lattice. The phase φ is always set before the lattice sequence starts and kept constant throughout the experiment.
Note that, strictly speaking, the incommensurate ratio β ≈ 532/738 should be an irrational Diophantine number [51] for there to be a sharp localization transition in the Aubry-André model. However, for a realistic finite system, it is sufficient for the actual period of the combined disorder and regular lattices to exceed the system size [52] .
Disorder strength
where w (x) denotes the Wannier function of the unperturbed short lattice, ks = 2π/λs, and ss and s d are the depths in terms of ER of the short and disorder lattices, respectively. Here, ∆ is given in units of ER,532 = h × 17.64 kHz. We use a primary lattice depth of ss = 8 yielding an undisturbed tunnel coupling of J = h×540 Hz. Combining these numbers, we obtain a conversion factor for
Long-Term evolution For extremely long hold times (t 100 ms or 500τ ) we observe an additional decay of the imbalance, along with the total particle number. This decay can be attributed to unwanted additional effects, such as off-resonant light scattering and collisions with background gas atoms, as well as technical imperfections including laser noise, frequency instabilities or vibrations and other pointing instabilities. All of these effects violate the condition of a perfectly closed system and will therefore lead to a vanishing imbalance in the long-time limit. Since the relevant timescale is, however, more than an order of magnitude larger than the longest times used in the experiment, these effects have a negligible impact on the reported observations.
Trap effects on non-interacting dynamics Compared to the homogeneous Aubry-André model, the experimental results are modified due to the presence of the 3D harmonic trap. All experimental results are automatically averaged over many inequivalent 1D tubes and, furthermore, the atoms in each tube experience a confining harmonic potential.
In the presence of a longitudinal harmonic trapping potential (trapping frequency ωx ≈ 2π × 60 Hz), the sharp transition at ∆/J = 2 expected in the homogeneous case [37] becomes smeared out (see Fig.  3 ), as even in a weak trap the localization length is bounded from above by the finite cloud size. In a sufficiently strong trap, particles situated far away from the trap center will experience offset energies that are bigger than 4J and thereby become localized to their respective side of the trap, even in the absence of any disorder. Nonetheless, although the trap causes some degree of localization even in the absence of disorder, we still observe a clear crossover from trap dominated behavior to disorder-induced localization.
The finite-size of the used lattice beams (waists w ≈ 150 µm) results in an additional small but finite variation of J between the central and off-center tubes which increases with the distance from the beam center. More than 90% of the atoms see a less than 20% change in the hopping term. The Rayleigh length of the lattice beams is long enough that there is no appreciable change in tunneling along the tubes. The above variation in J mainly gives rise to a dephasing between the dynamics in individual tubes, and is responsible for the more pronounced damping of imbalance oscillations compared to the homogeneous case (see Fig. 12 ). In the ideal homogeneous system with zero disorder and no variation in J, the imbalance would decay according to a Bessel function [53] .
Lastly, since the quasi-random potential is produced by superimposing a disorder lattice on top of the primary lattice, this additional potential gives rise to a longitudinal modulation of the hopping rate. This can be modeled as a sinusoidal variation of the same periodicity as the quasi-random potential (i.e. as sin(2πβi + φ + φdiff), where φdiff is the phase difference between the modulation of on-site energy and tunneling. For ∆/J = 3, the amplitude of this modulation is about 8% of the hopping term. This modulation does not change the average hopping in a tube and hence does not change the average imbalance. However, it further increases the damping of the imbalance oscillations.
CDW preparation sequence The preparation sequence is illustrated in Fig. 7 . To prepare the initial CDW state we start with a 3D band insulating state in a 20 ER deep long lattice and 36 ER deep orthogonal lattices. The short lattice is then ramped up in 200 µs to 20 ER with the superlattice phase set to φ ∼ 3π/4. This creates an array of tilted double wells, where the tilt offsets are large enough for all atoms to be loaded into the even wells. This tilt additionally suppresses all tunnelling while we set the interaction strength U by ramping the Feshbach field to the desired value in 25 ms. The long lattice is then switched off in 10 µs while the disorder lattice is simultaneously ramped up. Finally, the short lattice is ramped down to 8ER in 10 µs, thereby enabling tunneling and initiating the dynamics. The transverse lattices remain deep to decouple individual tubes.
This preparation sequence yields 96(2)% of atoms on even sites in the short lattice. We attribute the small residual number of atoms sitting on odd sites to non-adiabaticities in the splitting process, tunneling events during the preparation sequence, higher band occupancies and detection imperfections.
Side-resolved detection sequence The detection sequence to determine the number of atoms on even and odd lattice sites (and hence I) is shown in Fig. 7 . Once the evolution in the 8 ER short lattice with disorder is complete, we increase the short lattice in 10 µs to 20 ER to minimize the tunneling rate. The long lattice is then ramped up to 20 ER in 10 µs, while the disorder lattice is simultaneously ramped down. With the spatial distribution of atoms now frozen in the tilted superlattice, we ramp the Feshbach field to the non-interacting (U = 0) point in 21 ms, to ensure that there are no unwanted interaction effects during the subsequent band-mapping and imaging process. Next, the long lattice depth is further increased to 88 ER in 20 µs, transferring atoms from the second band into the third band of the superlattice via an avoided crossing [41] . Any atoms on odd sites of the short lattice (the higher side of the tilted superlattice double wells) are now in the 3rd band, while atoms from even sites of the short lattice remain in the lowest band of the superlattice. After 10 µs of hold time, the short lattice is ramped to 0 ER in 200 µs, which is slow enough to be adiabatic with respect to interband transitions. Since the ordering of the bands remains unchanged during this ramp, atoms originally on even (odd) sites in the short lattice end up in the 1st (3rd) band of the long lattice. Finally, we implement a bandmapping sequence followed by 8 ms TOF and absorption imaging, from which we can count the number of atoms in each band directly, providing us with Ne and No. A few atoms remaining in the second band due to an imperfect transfer are counted together with the third band. Doublon fractions In order to characterize our initial state, we measure the fraction of atoms forming doubly occupied sites, termed the doublon fraction, by converting doublons into molecules by crossing the Feshbach resonance [40] . Experimentally this involves loading into a 20ER deep long lattice and 36 ER deep orthogonal lattices as per the standard sequence with loading interactions given by aload, then ramping the long lattice to 40(1)ER in 200 µs to supress hopping in all three dimensions, which preserves the atomic distribution for the duration of the doublon detection sequence. The Feshbach field is then ramped down to either 206.3G (= -117(2)a0, still above the resonance) or 198.3G on the molecular side of the resonance. When the Feshbach field ramp crosses the resonance, any pairs of atoms on the same lattice site will be converted into Feshbach molecules [54] . Since the molecular transition is out of resonance of the imaging light, we can determine the doublon fraction directly by comparing the number of atoms detected at the two different Feshbach ramp endpoints. The number of atoms is measured using standard absorbtion imaging after 6ms TOF. Fig. 8 shows the doublon fraction plotted against the loading interaction aload during the lattice ramp up. Error bars show the standard deviation. We quote the loading interactions in units of a0 rather than U/J, as the lattice configuration at the end of the loading differs from the one during the evolution. In the lattice configuration used for time evolution of the CDW, a scattering length of a = 7.105 a0 corresponds to U/J 1 . We also investigate the effect of the initial temperature on the doublon fraction. The initial temperature is changed by reducing the duration of the final sympathetic cooling stage and increasing the final dipole evaporation depth. This has the effect of making the cooling less efficient while keeping the final 40 K atom number relatively constant. Fig.  9 shows the doublon fraction plotted as a function of the temperature of the initial state, expressed in units of the Fermi temperature TF , for three different loading interactions. In the case of loading with attractive interactions or in the non-interacting case, we observe higher temperatures to reduce the resulting doublon fraction, since the increased entropy and average kinetic energy per particle reduce the average density and render the formation of doublons less favourable. For atoms which are loaded repulsively, there are very few doublons for any temperature and thus no real dependence is observable within our error bars. Imbalance vs energy density We investigate the effects of both loading interactions and initial temperature on the imbalance I in the manybody localized regime at ∆/J = 2.3(4), close to the localization transition. While changing the interactions during loading predominantly affects the number of doublons for a given temperature [55] , changing the temperature of the initial state affects both doublon fraction and average density. Fig. 10 shows the effect of loading interactions on the imbalance I for three different interactions during evolution. For vanishing or weak interactions during evolution, we observe no influence of loading interactions, highlighting the robustness of manybody localization in a lattice with respect to energy density. However, for strong repulsive interactions during evolution, we see a significant effect of the loading interactions on the imbalance I. Increasing the number of doublons by loading attractively increases the imbalance, since the additional energy scale ∆/JD of the doublons brings the system much deeper into the localized phase. In contrast, for repulsive loading, doublons are strongly suppressed. In the limit of strong interactions (during evolution) and the absence of doublons, interacting fermions can be exactly mapped to spinless (non-interacting) fermions (see below). This is precisely what we observe in our experiment for strong repulsive loading interactions and thus vanishing doublon fraction: the imbalance observed for strong interactions during evolution converges towards the case of a non-interacting evolution. For intermediate interactions U/J ≈ 5, we cannot detect any notable variation of the imbalance I within errors for all loading interactions. Additionally, in Fig. 11 we investigate the effect of loading temperatures on I. Fig. 11A shows the case of attractive loading at aload = −89(2) a0, while Fig. 11B shows the case of repulsive loading interactions aload = 101(1) a0. In all cases, increased temperatures reduce the effect of interactions due to the decreasing average density, connecting the interacting cases asymptotically to the behaviour of noninteracting fermions. In the case of attractive loading, higher temperatures in addition reduce the number of doublons, which for strong repulsive interactions during the evolution reduces the localization. For intermediate interactions, the effect of initial temperature is less pronounced, but for both loading interactions increasing initial temperatures connect the minimum of localization (Fig. 6 ) to the case of no interactions , see Fig. 11 .
Fitting of the imbalance vs interaction curves We extract the minima of the imbalance as a function of interactions U/J by employing the following phenomenological fitting function:
Here c1, c2, w1, w2 and offset are free fitting parameters. We have implemented the U ↔ −U symmetry to the function by fixing the center of both Gaussians to zero. The positive amplitude Gaussian with a smaller width captures the reduction of the imbalance up to the minimum, while the decreasing contribution of the negative amplitude Gaussian resembles the increase for strong interactions. The minima of this function are used to generate the green dot-dashed lines in Fig. 4A .
Time evolution of the CDW in a non-interacting model We consider an initial state with density wave order, i.e.
where L is the total number of sites, Ne (No) is the number of fermions on even (odd) sites, and . . . 0 represents a trace over the initial density matrix. This state is evolved with a (spinless) non-interacting fermionic HamiltonianĤ
Vini.
The disorder Vi could represent true randomness or a quasi-periodic potential as in the experiment. To obtain the density wave order at later times we need to compute the expectation values of the local densities at later times, i.e. e iHtn l e −iHt 0 = n l (t) 0 . We can write the density operatorsn l (t) explicitly aŝ
where G0(j, l; t) = j | e −iHt | l is the non-interacting propagator from point j to point l and H is the first-quantized Hamiltonian. Taking the trace over the density matrix leaves only the terms with j = j yielding
where we have assumed an initial state with particles only on even sites, i.e. n2m+1 0 = 0. Therefore the CDW or (imbalance) at time t is
which can be calculated numerically Details of system modelling via exact diagonalisation In order to calculate the red line in Fig. 3 , we employ Eq. (10) to calculate the time evolution of the initial CDW in a single tube in the presence of the harmonic trap. The initial CDW is modeled as a collection of randomly distributed localized particles, whose distribution follows a Gaussian with (σx = 21 µm) and matches the initial imbalance of I0 = 0.96(2) observed in the experiment. We extract the stationary imbalance by averaging the imbalance in the evolution time interval from 15 τ to 30 τ . In addition, the calculations are averaged over twelve disorder realizations corresponding to twelve equally spaced phases φ ∈ [0, 2π] in Eq. (2).
In order to correctly model the dynamic evolution shown in Fig. 12 , we additionally integrate the results over many individual 1D tubes with tube-dependent hoppings in order to fully model the experimental situation. The widths and amplitudes of the corresponding Gaussian distributions were chosen in accordance with the experimental cloud sizes of σx,y = 21 µm and σz = 5.5 µm that were obtained via in-situ imaging. We included both the hopping perturbation resulting from the disorder potential Vi = ∆ cos(2πβi + φ) as well as the effect of the finite waist of the lattice beams. The strength and phase difference φ dif f of the disorder induced hopping modulation are extracted from fits to the exact position dependent hopping rates. Stationary imbalance value in the localized phase We can give an analytic estimate for the steady state value at long times in the localized regime. Time averaging the wave function of a particle originating from a single site should lead to a form which is exponentially decaying over a localization length ξ. Hence, we can approximate |G0(l , l; t)| 2 ∼ We experimentally measure (circles) the time evolution for various disorder strengths and compare it to an exact diagonalisation simulation, taking into account the trapping potential and the variations in tunneling. Experimental error bars show the standard deviation of the mean, while the shaded region indicates the standard deviation of simulation runs for various disorder phases.
where in the last equality we changed to a sum over relative r and center of mass coordinatesl. The second term vanishes and we find (for large ξ d)
This formula establishes the connection between the CDW stationary value and the localization length close to the transition in a noninteracting system.
Mapping from hard-core to non-interacting fermions We consider the dynamics of the (spin-1/2) Hubbard model in the limit of infinite (on-site) U when the initial state has no doubly-occupied sites. In this case, the time evolution can be mapped to that of non-interacting spinless fermions.
In the limit U/J → ∞ the Hilbert sub-space with no doublyoccupied sites is closed under unitary time evolution. Double occupancies cannot be generated in the dynamics while conserving energy because they incur an infinite energy cost. Hence, we can replace the interaction with a hard-core constraint implemented by the operatorPG, which projects out the doubly-occupied subspace,
Let us denote the ordering of the fermion spins from left to right on the chain with {σ} ≡ {σ1, σ2, . . . , σN }, where N is the total fermion number. {σ} is an invariant of the dynamics because in order to exchange the spins of two particles with opposite spin orientation, the particles need to meet on the same site, which is prohibited by the hard-core constraint. Now, suppose we start the time evolution with an initial state having a definite spin ordering {σ}. Since this is an invariant of the dynamics, we can describe the time evolution within this sector with a Hamiltonian 
Note that the projection of doubly-occupied sites is automatically taken into account using the representation with spinless fermions. The mapping of the time evolution within a given spin-ordering sector {σ} can also be understood as a result of a non-local unitary change of basis
where N<j denotes the particle number to the left of point j,Ŝ
In other words, the transformation counts the number of particles to the left of point j to find its order in the chain nj. It then rotates the spin by π around the x axis if in the configuration {σ} the nj-th spin is ↓. The transformed fermions are then all ↑ and we can drop the spin index. The dynamics is thus described by the same Hamiltonian of noninteracting spinless fermions regardless of the initial ordering of the spins {σ}. In particular, the time dependence of the CDW order can be generated by unitary evolution of a spinless non-interacting fermion model and is independent of the initial spin ordering.
Time evolution of the CDW in an interacting model We consider the following ensemble of many-body states as initial states for the numerical calculation:
where |Ω describes the vacuum and niα = 0, 1. In order to generate the ensemble of initial states, the occupations niα = 0, 1 are chosen from an appropriate joint probability distribution p(n ↑ , n ↓ ) such that the average site occupation and the average doublon occupation are fixed. This state is time evolved with the interacting Hamiltonian
using the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) [56, 57] on matrix product states implemented with the ITensor Library [58].
For our numerical simulations we use a quasi-periodic potential Vi = ∆ cos(2πβi + φ) with β ≈ 0.721 as in the experiment. However, we do not take into account the periodic trap, but rather consider a system with L = 40 sites and open boundary conditions. When simulating the time evolution for a given set of system parameters, i.e. ∆, U , site occupation, and doublon density, we average over both the initial state and the disorder realization (through sampling of the random phase φ). The total number of runs for a given set of parameters is ≈ 100 = 10 × 10, i.e. about 10 initial states for every disorder realization. For the singular value decomposition, we use a cutoff of 10 Fluctuations of the imbalance In the main text we presented TEBD (i.e. DMRG) calculations showing logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy with time, which is characteristic of the many-body localized state. The entanglement entropy, however, is a non-local quantity and therefore not directly measurable. In this section we show that the same information about the many-body localized state can be inferred from the temporal fluctuations of the measured imbalance I (CDW order parameter) around its stationary value. We focus on the system deep in the localized phase, where it can be described using an effective model of local integrals of motion. For simplicity we initialize the system in a CDW state with exactly one particle on every even site. We now partition the lattice into two-site dimers and, as a starting point, take the dimers to be disconnected. We define σ 
For a system with strongly localized particles (i.e. ξ * 1) we will continue to use an effective model of decoupled dimers, where from now on L denotes the number of dimers. We take into account the tail of the single particle wave-function, which extends outside of the dimers, only through the interaction it induces between the local spin operators. Hence an effective model is
Let us calculate the reduced density matrix of the pseudo spin at site i. The system starts the time evolution in a product state 
ρ ↑↓ =ρ * ↓↑ = sin θi
where ωn = E[↑, {σ}] − E[↓, {σ }]. {σ} and {σ } represent states of all other sites except site i. The number of frequencies involved N f (t) is roughly 2 l(t) , i.e. all possible interactions between the l(t) spins that are significantly entangled with the observed spin at time t. More precisely, the number of frequencies N f (t) = e S(t) ≈ e s * ln(U t/ ) measures the size of the entangled Hilbert space at the observation time.
To find the time dependence of the CDW we have to transform back from the basis ofσ 
We see that the decay of the fluctuations is intimately connected to the ln t/τ growth of the entanglement entropy, as it also 'measures' the number of spins coupled through the interactions after time t. The above analysis is of a simplified effective model. However, the main conclusions are supported by direct simulation of the Hubbard model on the quasi-periodic lattice using time dependent DMRG. Fig. 13A shows the temporal noise of the imbalance as a function of the time for different values of the interaction strength U/J. The fluctuations are measured by averaging them over a time window of T = 7 τ around the time t. The results fit well to a power law decay. Fig. 13B compares the fitted exponent s * to the slope of the logarithmic growth of the entanglement entropy showing the direct correspondence between the two.
Thus, we conclude that measurements of the temporal fluctuations of the CDW order provide a viable experimental route to determine the bare localization length ξ * and distinguish the many-body localized state from an Anderson localized state of non-interacting particles. In the present experiment, this is, however, not possible, as the unavoidable averaging over many tubes suppresses the fluctuations below the detection limit after only few oscillations. For future experiments, a single tube, or even single-site resolution would be desirable to overcome this limitation. We also note that the temporal fluctuations of the expectation value are different from shot-to-shot fluctuations at a given time which reflect the quantum uncertainty of the observable and would be finite
